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TTB930 Transmitter Testbench
The TTB930 or Transmitter Test Bench is designed
to measure essential SSR transmitter parameters
(interrogations) and assist in the interfacing between the
radar and the IE RES28x (Radar Environment Simulator).
Interrogations are continuously measured by the TTB930,
it can be used with or without the RES.
The TTB930 software measures the critical parameters
of the 1030Mhz interrogations such as timing, pulse
shape, frequency and phase contents sent by the SSR
radar for MKX (M1, 2, 3, C), Mode 4, Mode-S and Mode
5 interrogations.
The TTB930 can be used to analyse the following
interrogations parameters sent by the MSSR radar
transmitter: pulse width, rise time, fall time, relative timing
between pulses, jitter, PRF, power, power droop, power
top ripple, average frequency, FSK frequencies and
frequency switch speed, phase reversal amplitude and
speed, phase reversal positions, data contents of Mode-S
and M5 interrogations and delivers optional pictures of
interrogation shapes.
The TTB930 can be used to extract M5 interrogations if
they are sent using a pseudo-crypto algorithm. The type
of encryption can be switched between “EADS” and “BAE/
AIMS” format.(European/US)
The TTB930 allows an analysis of the interrogations real
time or record all interrogation pulses to disk for post
analysis.

The TTB930 device contains:
•

3 high power RF-inputs, directly connected to the
(M)SSR Sum, Delta and SLS RF ports

•

3 high power RF-outputs, connected to the (M)SSR
antenna or dummy loads

•

3 low power bi-directional phase adjustable coupler
ports for RES interfacing

•

3 internal high power couplers with phase
adjustment (for SUM and DELTA channels)
allow direct connection of RES to the
radar without “phase adjustable couplers”

•

a modiﬁed DRFA* module which allows to sample the
RF-inputs using I/Q sampling

•

a UPM772* (logarithmic RF power detector with a
USB interface); the envelope video output of the
UPM772 serves as an external trigger input to the
DRFA module and can be used as a logarithmic
monitor port to display the interrogations on an
O-scope

A light-weight 19” metal housing allows a permanent
installation in the radar 19” rack.
* more information about the DRFA912 and UPM772 modules can be found in the
RASS-S product catalogue
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TTB Interrogation Analyser software showing the resulting
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